Letter E Activities

(these activities should be accompanied by lots of conversation)

1. Download the Letter E Pack and do a letter sort or another activity.  

2. Glue eggshells on the large letter E template.

3. “Paint” with egg yolks colored with food coloring (dries glossy)

4. Tint crushed eggshells with food coloring and use pieces to make a mosaic picture on cardstock.

5. Use erasers to make patterns.

6. Walk like an elephant

7. Eat eight grapes or strawberries

8. Make monkey ears and attach to tongue depressors-go on a listening walk with your child. Every time you hear a new sound raise the monkey ears in the air and say, “I hear something”! Identify the sound.

9. Make eyeglasses-go on a seeing walk with your child-play “I spy” and identify what you see.

10. Give your child some old magazines and let them cut out eyes and ears and glue them onto large sheets of paper. Help them write the words “Ears” and “Eyes” above the pictures.

11. Put a bowl of water outside and let it evaporate-Discuss evaporation.

12. Discuss the words “Empty” and “Full”. Fill a basket with clothes or objects. Dump them out and say “Empty”. Fill it back up and say “Full”. Play a game and see who can empty and fill the basket in the least amount of time.
13. Jump up and down eleven times.

14. Teach your child to touch their elbow to their ear.

15. Do some exercises. Discuss the importance of exercising each day.

16. Cook eggs several different ways and decide which you like the best.